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Identity-Based Private Matching over
Outsourced Encrypted Datasets
Shuo Qiu, Jiqiang Liu, Yanfeng Shi, Ming Li, Member, IEEE, and Wei Wang
Abstract—With wide use of cloud computing and storage services, sensitive information is increasingly centralized into the cloud to
reduce the management costs, which raises concerns about data privacy. Encryption is a promising way to maintain the confidentiality
of outsourced sensitive data, but it makes effective data utilization to be a very challenging task. In this paper, we focus on the problem
of private matching over outsourced encrypted datasets in identity-based cryptosystem that can simplify the certificate management.
To solve this problem, we propose an Identity-Based Private Matching scheme (IBPM), which realizes fine-grained authorization that
enables the privileged cloud server to perform private matching operations without leaking any private data. We present the rigorous
security proof under the Decisional Linear Assumption and Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Assumption. Furthermore, through the
analysis of the asymptotic complexity and the experimental evaluation, we verify that the cost of our IBPM scheme is linear to the size
of the dataset and it is more efficient than the existing work of Zheng [30]. Finally, we apply our IBPM scheme to build two efficient
schemes, including identity-based fuzzy private matching as well as identity-based multi-keyword fuzzy search.
Index Terms—Cloud computing, private matching, identity-based encryption, fine-grained authorization.
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I NTRODUCTION

Cloud computing, a new technology for a long dreamed vision
of computing as a utility, has been gaining a great deal of
momentum in the IT industry. Many organizations, enterprises and
even individuals outsource their data into the cloud so as to enjoy
the on-demand high quality data storage services and computing
resources. Despite such benefits, data outsourcing deprives the
data owners of direct control over their own outsourced data,
which could reveal some private sensitive information, such as
Personal Health Records (PHRs), facebook photos, financial transactions or business documents. To maintain the privacy of owners’
sensitive data against untrusted cloud servers, data encryption
before outsourcing is a promising solution. In our previous work,
we adopted different encryption skills to solve some data privacy
problems in PHRs systems and mobile social networks (e.g., [7],
[10]) as well as much other work (e.g., [6], [11]). However, data
encryption may severely hinder several functionalities of data, for
instance, private matching over outsourced encrypted datasets. In
this paper, we focus on the problem of how the cloud carries out
private matching over outsourced encrypted datasets if and only if
the cloud server is authorized to do so.
Private Matching (PM) has been applied extensively in the
emerging cloud computing paradigm, such as privacy-preserving
data mining [8], human genome research [9], mobile social
networks [10] or finding kindred spirits in an internet-based
PHRs [11]. We elaborate a motivating example: two hospitals, A
•

•
•
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and B , maintain the sensitive illness symptoms and medications of
the patients in their databases respectively. The hospital A wants
to find out the patients having the identical symptoms in B 0 s
database with those in her database, while reluctant to disclose
her sensitive information. We can briefly state the problem as
follows: Suppose there are two cloud users Ua and Ub , they
encrypt their datasets Da = {x1 , · · · , xn }, Db = {y1 , · · · , yn }
respectively and outsource them to the cloud. The cloud server
with the corresponding authorization token can conduct the heavyduty computational matching operations over ciphertexts of Da
and Db on behalf of Ua and Ub . To solve this problem, we propose
a novel cryptographic primitive: identity-based private matching
over outsourced encrypted datasets (IBPM), which can simplify
certificate management due to the advantage of identity-based
cryptosystem. Identity-based encryption was applied to crossdomain data sharing in distributed Electronic Health Records
(EHR) systems [1], which allows users from different domains
to directly authenticate with each other. Our IBPM can be used
to provide privacy-preserving cross-domain EHR matching when
the EHR data are outsourced in an encrypted form to a cloud
platform. Furthermore, with our novel primitive, users gain the
following controls on the private matching over the outsourced
encrypted datasets:
- A user has fine-grained control over who can do private
matching with him/her, by negotiating the corresponding
authorization token;
- A user has fined-grained control over who can perform
private matching, by choosing the semi-trusted cloud.
1.1

Related Work

Private Matching. Freedman et al. [2] proposed the concept
of private matching (PM) between a client C and a server S .
Suppose that C has a set of input X = {x1 , · · · , xm } and S
has a set of input Y = {y1 , · · · , yn }, by running the protocol,
C learns X ∩ Y : {xj | ∃k, xj = yk } ← PM(X, Y ).
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They presented two private matching protocols using oblivious
polynomial evaluation, which are secure against semi-honest and
malicious adversaries (in the random oracle model). A variety of
subsequent protocols have been proposed (e.g., [12], [13], [14])
to improve computation complexity or achieve a higher security
level (in the standard model). Oblivious pseudo-random function
is another basic technique to solve the private matching problem
(e.g., [15], [16], [17]), in which the client can evaluate a keyed,
pseudo-random function on its input while the server holding the
key also can do it. The third type is using blind signatures. The
idea is to present signature of the elements of a set, hash the results
of the verification and compute the intersection on the hashes [18].
Furthermore, several recent solutions were proposed to achieve
high efficiency on the large scale datasets (e.g., the garbled circuit
[19], the garbled bloom filter [20], the oblivious transfer [21],
[22]).
The protocols mentioned above are under the two-party setting
where the client and the server directly interact with each other in
the execution. It incurs too much computation and communication
overhead for both parties. Therefore, a lot of studies focus on the
outsourced third-party computation model (e.g., [23], [24], [25],
[26], [27], [28]), that is, the users can delegate all the intensive
matching computations to the third party (e.g., the cloud server).
For example, [23] and [24] leveraged homomorphic encryption
to allow the cloud server to compute on the ciphertexts without
learning any information, and then the users conducted private
matching via decrypting all the ciphertexts returned from the cloud
server. The work [25] and [26] adopted searchable encryption
to achieve private matching. Their solutions treat the user’s set
elements as target keywords to be searched for and treat the
owner’s set elements as source keywords to be searched in.
The protocol [27] based on pseudorandom permutation (PRP)
improved the efficiency over a large scale dataset. However, in the
above solutions, the private datasets should be stored by the users
themselves or outsourced to the cloud in the plaintext form. So
they are not particularly suitable for cloud paradigm. In contrast,
we focus on the setting where each user’s dataset is stored on the
cloud in an encrypted form, and the cloud server can efficiently
conduct private matching on these encrypted datasets.
Private Matching over Encrypted Data The most related works
on private matching over outsourced encrypted datasets were
presented by Liu et al. [29], Zheng et al. [30] and Adabi et al. [31].
In Liu et al.’s scheme [29], the users outsource their datasets to the
cloud by hashing each element and delegate matching operations
to the cloud. However, it’s not fine-grained authorization secure,
meaning that if the cloud is delegated to compute set intersection
between the datasets of user Alice and Bob, followed by that
between the datasets of user Alice and Carlos, then the cloud will
get set intersection between the datasets of user Bob and Carlos
without their consent. The scheme proposed by Zheng et al. [30]
is a verifiable solution based on proxy re-encryption technique
but it’s also not fine-grained authorization secure. Recently, Adabi
et al. [31] proposed a new delegated solution by leveraging
homomorphic encryption and polynomial evaluation. However,
in their scheme, the client must download and decrypt as many
as 2n ciphertexts (n is the size of dataset), and then runs the
complex algorithm factorizing polynomials to get the result. It’s
not a practical solution for our problem.
Private Equality Test over Encrypted Data. A related notion
to our work is private equality test (PET), which supports sim-
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ple equality based private matching when each of the datasets
has a single element. Public key encryption with equality test
(PKEET) [32] was proposed to do equality test on the ciphertexts generated under different public keys. A privacy enhanced
scheme [33] was presented later. Tang et al. [11] proposed a new
PKEET scheme with authorization mechanism, which allows the
cloud to perform equality test on different ciphertexts with the
corresponding authorization token.
However, all of these solutions are constructed in conventional
public key setting. Identity-based encryption is an interesting
alternative to public key encryption, which is proposed to simplify
key management in a certificate-based public key infrastructure by
using human-intelligible identities as public keys (e.g., [34], [35]).
Especially in the cloud computing setting, since the big encrypted
datasets are usually generated by different users, key management
simplification is more important. Therefore, how to construct an
efficient and secure identity-based private matching scheme over
outsourced encrypted datasets is a promising open problem.
1.2

Contribution

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) We propose a novel cryptographic primitive: identity-based
private matching over outsourced encrypted datasets (IBPM),
and formally define the framework and the security for
IBPM. Then we present a concrete construction of the IBPM
under the DLN and DBDH assumptions. Our IBPM scheme
has three distinctive features as follows:
- Our solution is in identity-based setting so that it can
simplify the certificate management;
- The cloud users delegate the costly private matching operations without giving the cloud any capability in breaching
the secrecy of the datasets;
- Our scheme realizes fine-grained authorization for private
matching over outsourced encrypted datasets. In other
words, only the cloud server who has the authorization
token can perform private matching between two users’
encrypted datasets. What’s more, with our scheme, the
users can delegate the cloud server to check whether they
have outsourced the same data to cloud before uploading
the encrypted data.
For fairness, we summarize the properties of the most related
work and our IBPM scheme in Table 1. Specifically, fully
delegation means that the user can delegate private matching
over encrypted datasets to the cloud completely, without
downloading or decrypting any other ciphertexts beyond the
intersection; fine-grained authorization means that the cloud
server is unable to perform matching operations without the
users’ consent; key management simplification means that
the scheme is constructed in identity based system instead of
the tradition public key infrastructure.
2) We give a rigorous security proof and implementation of our
scheme. Through the real experimental evaluation, we verify
that the computational cost of our scheme is linear to the size
of the dataset and the matching algorithm is more efficient
than the existing work reported in [30].
3) We apply our IBPM scheme to solve the problems of
fuzzy private matching and multi-keyword fuzzy search,
and present two efficient schemes, i.e., identity-based fuzzy
private matching scheme and identity-based multi-keyword
fuzzy search scheme.
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TABLE 1
Property summary of the most related works in the literature and our solution in this paper.
Scheme
Liu et al.’s scheme [29]
Zheng et al.’s scheme [30]
Adabi et al.’s scheme [31]
Our solution

Fully delegation
√
√
×
√

Fine-grained authorization
×
×
√
√

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the preliminaries. Section 3 describes the formulation for the
IBPM in detail. Section 4 presents the concrete construction of the
IBPM scheme. Section 5 analyzes the security of the IBPM and
Section 6 evaluates its performance. Section 7 applies the IBPM
to another two extending problems. Finally, Section 8 concludes
the paper.

2

TABLE 2
Notations
Notation
λ, p
Zp
g, G, GT
id
D
ski
Ci
Tokid↔id0

P RELIMINARIES AND N OTATIONS

Let (e, p, g, G, GT ) ← BMapGen(1λ ) denote the algorithm of
generating a bilinear map e : G × G → GT , where λ is the
security parameter, G and GT are two cyclic groups of prime
order p, g is a generator of G, and the bilinear map e satisfies the
following properties:
•
•
•

Bilinearity: e(g a , g b ) = e(g, g)ab for all g ∈ G, a, b ∈ Zp ;
Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) 6= 1;
Computability: There is an efficient algorithm to compute
e(g, g) for all g ∈ G.

Decisional
Linear
Assumption
(DLN) [3] Given
R
R
(g, f, h, f r1 , g r2 , Y ), where g, f, h, Y ← G and r1 , r2 ← Zp ,
the DLN assumption says that any probabilistic polynomial-time
?
algorithm A can determine whether hr1 +r2 = Y only with a
negligible advantage with respect to the security parameter λ,
where the advantage is defined as

P r[A(g, f, h, f r1 , g r2 , hr1 +r2 ) = 1]
−P r[A(g, f, h, f r1 , g r2 , Y ) = 1].
Dicisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Assumption (DBDH)
[4] Given (e, p, g, G, GT ) ← BMapGen(1λ ), and a tuple
R
R
(g a , g b , g c , Z), where a, b, c ← Zp , Z ← GT , the DBDH
assumption says that any probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm
A can distinguish between e(g, g)abc and Z only with a negligible
advantage with respect to the security parameter λ, where the
advantage is defined as

P r[A(g, g a , g b , g c , e(g, g)abc ) = 1]
−P r[A(g, g a , g b , g c , Z) = 1].
Generic Bilinear Group Model [5] Let (e, p, g, G, GT ) ←
BMapGen(1λ ). In the generic bilinear group model, assume
n
there are two random encodings ξ0 , ξ1 : Z+
p → {0, 1} , where
+
Z+
is
an
additive
group.
Let
G
=
{ξ
(x)
|
x
∈
Z
0
p
p } and
+
GT = {ξ1 (x) | x ∈ Zp }. Therefore, there are two oracles
to compute the induced group action on G and GT respectively and an oracle to compute a non-degenerate bilinear map
e : G × G → GT . Here G is referred to a generic bilinear group.
Notations Table 2 describes the main mathematical notations
referred to in our paper.

Key management simplification
×
×
×
√

R

r ← Zp
rslt

3
3.1

Description
λ represents security parameter and p is a λ-length prime
an additive group with module p
G, GT are two cyclic groups and g is a generator of G
cloud user’s identity
Data space
the private key of user idi
the ciphertext of user idi
the authorization token between two cloud users id and id0
variable r is chosen uniformly at random from Zp
the matching result returned by the cloud

P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
System Model

We illustrate the system model of identity-based private matching
over outsourced encrypted datasets in Figure 1. Typically, the
entities in the system are: the trusted authority, the cloud server
and two cloud users including the data owner Alice and the
data user Bob. The trusted authority is responsible for initiating
system public parameters and distributing the users’ private keys
with respect to their identities; the cloud server provides storage
and computing services, and conducts the actual private matching
operations; the cloud users, who can be either individuals or
organizations, outsource their private encrypted datasets to the
cloud server. Specifically, the cloud users need to specify the cloud
server to perform private matching over outsourced encrypted data
for the users. Suppose two cloud users Alice and Bob have a
dataset A = {x1 , · · · , xn } and B = {y1 , · · · , yn } respectively
(Noting that the length of two datasets can be arbitrary and not
necessary to be equal.), all these data will be outsourced to the
cloud server. The users can outsource their computing operations
to the cloud. For example, when Bob asks for a matching request
with Alice, he first negotiates the matching token with Alice so
that he can delegate his computation of private matching over his
outsourced encrypted dataset and Alice0 s outsourced encrypted
dataset to the cloud server by sending the authorization token to
the cloud server through a secure channel. Then, the cloud server
performs the private matching over the encrypted datasets with the
authorization token and gets two intermediate datasets. Finally, the
cloud server computes A ∩ B and returns the matching result to
the cloud users Alice and Bob.
In our system model, the cloud server is semi-trusted (i.e.,
honest-but-curious), which means that it honestly runs the protocol, but it is curious about other’s private data and attempts
to learn them beyond the private matching information. In this
paper, we authorize the cloud to perform private matching over the
encrypted datasets, thus the cloud server can launch a guess/bruteforce attack on the user’s encrypted dataset. In order to be resilient
against guess/brute-force attack, it’s required that the data space
size is | D |> poly(λ) for any polynomial poly as introduced in
[32]. Therefore, the cloud server only has a negligible probability
less than 1/poly(λ) to guess the same element of d, as d is
randomly selected from the data space D. That is to say, the
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Fig. 1. System model of identity-based private matching over the outsourced encrypted datasets.

probability that the cloud server wins the guess/brute-force attack
without any background knowledge is negligible.
We require that the semi-trusted cloud server does not collude
with the cloud users to penetrate other private information. There
are many settings in practice where collusion does not occur,
such as physical restrictions, legal constraints (e.g., [27], [36]).
From another point of view, it is reasonable with such assumption
because we authorize the cloud server to have more access to the
outsourced ciphertexts and thus we must prohibit it from colluding
with the users. In fact, there is a trade-off between functionality
and security, and it still has not a good solution in the state-of-theart.

3.2

Functional Definition

In this subsection, we formalize the definition of identity-based
private matching over outsourced encrypted datasets (IBPM).
Definition 1.
An identity-based private matching scheme
over outsourced encrypted datasets consists of algorithms
(Setup, KeyGen, Enc, Dec, Aut, Mat) as follows:
•

•

•
•

•

•

{msk, pp} ← Setup(1λ ): This algorithm takes the security
parameter λ as input, and is run by the trusted authority to
generate the public parameter pp and the master secret key
msk .
sk ← KeyGen(msk, pp, id): This algorithm is run by the
trusted authority to generate the private key sk with the data
user’s identity id.
C ← Enc(pp, id, D): This algorithm is run by the data user
to encrypt the dataset D ⊆ D and outputs the ciphertext C .
{D, ⊥} ← Dec(C, sk ): This algorithm is run by the data
user to decrypt the ciphertext and output the dataset D or an
error message ⊥.
Tokid↔id0 ← Aut(id, id0 ): This algorithm is interactively
run between two data users who attempt to authorize the
cloud server to conduct private matching. They negotiate
to generate an authorization token Tokid↔id0 with their
private keys and send it to the cloud server through a secure
communication channel between the users and the cloud
server.
rslt ← Mat(C, C 0 , Tokid↔id0 ): Given two ciphertexts
C, C 0 and the token Tokid↔id0 , this algorithm is run by
the cloud server to perform private matching and return the
matching result rslt.

Security Definitions

With the definition of system model, there exist two types of the
adversaries: Type-I represents all possibly malicious cloud users,
who is allowed to query ciphertext of any plaintext and tokens
except that corresponding to the users in the challenge phase.
For such adversaries, we require that they cannot distinguish any
challenging ciphertext without the corresponding token; Type-II
represents the semi-trusted cloud server, who can get the matching
tokens as well as the ciphertexts of the encrypted datasets. For
such adversaries, we require that they can test whether or not
two ciphertexts from different datasets are equal, but are unable
to recover any plaintext from the ciphertext. Furthermore, we
need to guarantee the fine-grained authorization mechanism of
the cloud, means that the cloud server can carry out the matching
operation only when it has the corresponding authorization token.
Therefore, our IBPM scheme should satisfy the following three
security requirements:
1) (Ss-CPA security) Selective security against chosen-plaintext
attack: the intuition of this security definition is to assure that
the adversary cannot distinguish the challenging ciphertext
stored in the cloud without corresponding matching token.
The term “selective” means that the challenging user has to
be selected in the setup phase before the public parameter are
generated.
2) (OW-CPA security) One-way security against chosenplaintext attack: the intuition of this security definition is to
capture that the adversary cannot recover the plaintext from
a ciphertext C ∗ = Enc(pp, id∗ , D∗ ) even though it has the
corresponding token.
3) Fine-grained authorization security: the intuition of this security definition is to assure that the cloud server cannot
use exiting tokens to perform private matching over the
ciphertexts of two users who haven’t negotiated with each
other to generate a token for the cloud. That’s, the cloud
server cannot perform private matching over the ciphertexts
C k and C ` without the token Tokidk ↔id` , even with all of
other tokens.
Definition 2. We say an IBPM scheme achieves selective security against chosen-plaintext attack if for any probabilistic
polynomial-time adversary A only has a negligible advantage
to win the Ss-CPA game shown as follows, where the advantage is defined as P r[σ 0 = σ] − 21 .
Setup: The adversary A selects an identity id∗ and sends it to the
challenger. The challenger runs Setup(1λ ) to get (msk, pp) and
sends pp to A.
Phase 1: A can make the following oracle queries in polynomially
many times:
OKeyGen (id): If id = id∗ , it aborts. Otherwise, it runs sk ←
KeyGen(msk, pp, id) and returns the private key sk to A.
OAut (id, id0 ): If id, id0 ∈
/ {id∗ }, it executes Tokid↔id0 ←
0
Aut(id, id ) and returns Tokid↔id0 to A. Otherwise, it aborts.
Challenge: A selects two datasets D0 , D1 ⊆ D, and sends them
to the challenger. Then the challenger randomly selects σ ∈ {0, 1}
and returns C ∗ = Enc(pp, id∗ , Dσ ) to A.
Phase 2: A repeats the queries of Phase 1.
Guess: A outputs a guess σ 0 ∈ {0, 1}. We say that A wins the
game if σ 0 = σ .
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- Let H1 , H2 : {0.1}∗ → G, H3 : GT → G be three
cryptographic hash functions as random oracles.
- Randomly select a, b, c ∈ Zp , and output the public
parameters pp and the master secret key msk as

Definition 3. We say an IBPM scheme achieves one-way security against chosen-plaintext attack if for any probabilistic
polynomial-time adversary A, it only has a negligible advantage to win the OW-CPA game shown as follows, where the
advantage is defined as P r[d ∈ D∗ ].
Setup: A selects an identity id∗ and sends it to the challenger.
The challenger runs Setup(1λ ) to get (msk, pp) and sends pp to
A.
Phase 1: A can make the following oracle queries in polynomially
many times:
OKeyGen (id): If id = id∗ , it aborts. Otherwise, it runs sk ←
KeyGen(msk, pp, id) and returns sk to A.
OAut (id, id0 ): It executes Tokid↔id0 ← Aut(id, id0 ) and returns
Tokid↔id0 to A.
Challenge: The challenger randomly chooses D∗ = {d∗ } ⊆ D,
runs C ∗ = Enc(pp, id∗ , D∗ ) and sends C ∗ to A.
Phase 2: A repeats the queries of Phase 1.
Guess: A outputs a guess d. We say that A wins the game if
d ∈ D∗ .
Definition 4. We say an IBPM scheme achieves fine-grained
authorization security if for any probabilistic polynomial-time
adversary A only has a negligible advantage to win the attack
game shown as follows, where the advantage is defined as
P r[σ 0 = σ] − 12 .
Setup: The challenger runs Setup(1λ ) to get (msk, pp) and sends
pp to A.
Phase 1: A can make the following oracle queries in polynomially
many times:
OKeyGen (id): It runs sk ← KeyGen(msk, pp, id) and returns sk
to A.
OAut (idi , idj ): It executes Tokidi ↔idj ← Aut(idi , idj ) and
returns Tokidi ↔idj to A.
Challenge: A selects two challenging identities idk , id` which
have not been queried on OKeyGen and OAut (idk , id` ) also has
not been queried before, and then sends them to the challenger.
The challenger chooses two datasets D0 , D1 ⊆ D, randomly
selects a σ ∈ {0, 1} and returns C ` = Enc(pp, id` , D0 ),
C k = Enc(pp, idk , Dσ ) to A.
Phase 2: A repeats the queries of Phase 1 except for querying
OKeyGen (idk ), OKeyGen (id` ) and OAut (idk , id` ).
Guess: A outputs a guess σ 0 ∈ {0, 1}. We say that A wins the
game if σ 0 = σ .

4

M AIN C ONSTRUCTION

Our IBPM scheme allows the cloud server to perform the private
matching over two encrypted datasets derived from two different
users while satisfying the security goals defined in Section 3. In
order to achieve this goal, the data users generate an authorization
token through negotiation, hence the cloud server can use the token
to partially decrypt the ciphertext to an intermediate form and
conduct the private matching. Let’s elaborate the construction of
the IBPM scheme as follows:
•

λ

Setup(1 ): Given security parameter λ as input, this algorithm generates the public parameters and the master secret
key as follows:
- Let (e, p, g, G, GT ) ← BMapGen(1λ ).

pp = (e, p, g, g a , g b , g c , G, GT , H1 , H2 , H3 ),
msk = (a, b, c).
•

KeyGen(msk, pp, id): Let id be a data user’s identity
and this algorithm generates the user’s private key sk =
R
(sk1 , sk2 , sk3 ) by choosing t ← Zp :
sk1 = g ab H1 (id)t , sk2 = g t , sk3 = H2 (id)c .

•

Enc(pp, id, D): Given the dataset D = {d1 , · · · , dn }, where
di ∈ D, this algorithm encrypts D as follows:
R

- For each di , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, it chooses ri,1 , ri,2 ← Zp , then
computes Ci = (Ci,1 , Ci,2 , Ci,3 , Ci,4 , Ci,5 ):

Ci,1 = g ri,2 , Ci,2 = g bri,1 , Ci,3 = H1 (id)ri,2 ,
Ci,4 = g a(ri,1 +ri,2 ) H3 (di ), Ci,5 = di e(H2 (id), g c )ri,2 ,
- Then it sets the ciphertext of dataset D is C
{C1 , · · · , Cn }.
•

=

Dec(C, sk ): Given the ciphertext C = {C1 , · · · , Cn }, this
algorithm decrypts each Ci , 1 ≤ i ≤ n as follows:
di = Ci,5 /e(sk3 , Ci,1 ).
Then the decryption of C is D = {d1 , · · · , dn }.

•

•

Aut(id, id0 ): Given two users with identities id and id0
respectively, this algorithm generates the corresponding token
as follows:
- Two users first negotiate a secret random number s ∈ Zp
together;
- Then with corresponding private key, one user with id
computes (g abs H1 (id)st , g st , g as , g bs ) and the other user
0
0
with id0 computes (g abs H1 (id0 )st , g st );
- Finally, they together send the token Tokid↔id0 =
0
0
(g abs H1 (id)st , g st , g abs H1 (id0 )st , g st , g as , g bs ) to the
cloud.
Mat(C, C 0 , Tokid↔id0 ): Given the two ciphertexts C =
{C1 , · · · , Cn }, C 0 = {C10 , · · · , Cn0 } and the token
Tokid↔id0 , this algorithm performs matching operations as
follows:
- For each Ci ∈ C, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, it computes
ETi,1 = e(Ci,2 , g as ) = e(g, g)absri,1 ,
ETi,2 = e(g abs H1 (id)st , Ci,1 )/e(g st , Ci,3 )
= e(g, g)absri,2 ,
ETi = e(Ci,4 , g bs )/(ETi,1 ETi,2 ) = e(H3 (di ), g)bs ,
then gets the set ET = {ET1 , · · · , ETn }.
- For each Ci0 ∈ C 0 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, it computes
0
0
ETi,1
= e(Ci,2
, g as ) = e(g, g)absri,1 ,
0

0

0
0
0
ETi,2
= e(g abs H1 (id0 )st , Ci,1
)/e(g st , Ci,3
)

= e(g, g)absri,2 ,
0
0
0
ETi0 = e(Ci,4
, g bs )/(ETi,1
ETi,2
) = e(H3 (d0i ), g)bs ,
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then gets the set ET 0 = {ET10 , · · · , ETn0 }.
- At last, it computes ET ∩ET 0 and gets the matching result
rslt = {Ci | Ci ∈ C, ETi ∈ ET ∩ ET 0 }.
Here, similar to other cryptographic primitives, we need to
verify the correctness of the proposed IBPM scheme. That is to
say, the algorithms Dec and Mat work properly with valid inputs.
Formally, we verify them as follows:
• Given the user’s private key sk and the ciphertext C , for each
Ci , the algorithm Dec performs

Ci,5
di e(H2 (id), g c )ri,2
=
e(sk3 , Ci,1 )
e(H2 (id)c , g ri,2 )
di e(H2 (id), g)cri,2
=
e(H2 (id), g)cri,2
= di .
•

Given the ciphertexts C, C 0 and the corresponding token
Tokid↔id0 , for each Ci , the algorithm Mat performs

ETi =
=

e(Ci,4 , g bs )
e(Ci,2

e(g
, g as )

Setup: A selects an identity id∗ and sends it to the challenger.
The challenger generates the bilinear map e : G × G → GT , sets
g b = f, g a = h, where a and b are unknown. Then the challenger
sets pp = (e, g, f, h, g c , G, GT ) and sends it to the adversary A.
H1 and H2 are two random oracles simulated as follows, and A
can query them in polynomially many times.
OH1 (id): The challenger maintains a list of tuples < id, α >
as the ListH1 , which is initially empty. It responses the query as
follows:
•

abs H

st
1 (id) ,Ci,1 )
e(g st ,Ci,3 )

•

e(g a(ri,1 +ri,2 ) H3 (di ), g bs )
abs

st

ri,2

1 (id) ,g
e(g bri,1 , g as ) e(ge(gstH,H
ri,2
)
1 (id)

)

e(g, g)abs(ri,1 +ri,2 ) e(H3 (di ), g)bs
e(g, g)absri,1 e(g, g)absri,2
= e(H3 (di ), g)bs ,
=

and we can get ETi0 with the similar process.

5

the challenger can generate the corresponding DBDH instance
(g, g c , g d , g r2 , Z ) by randomly selecting c, d, Z itself, and then
get the advantage 1 to solve the DLN problem. Similarly, if the
sharing g r2 leads to an additional non-negligible advantage 2
for DBDH, given the original DBDH instance (g, g c , g d , g r2 , Z ),
the challenger can generate the corresponding DLN instance
(g, f, h, f r1 , g r2 , Y ) by randomly selecting f, h, r1 , Y itself, and
then get the advantage 2 to solve the DBDH problem.

S ECURITY A NALYSIS

OH2 (id): The challenger maintains a list of tuples < id, ω, W >
as the ListH2 , which is initially empty. When A queries the
identity id, it responses as follows:
•

•

In the following, we show that our IBPM scheme satisfies three
security requirements given in Section 3.
Theorem 1. Given the DLN and DBDH assumptions, the proposed
IBPM scheme achieves selective security against chosenplaintext attack in the random oracle model.
We first prove that the proposed IBPM scheme achieves
selective security against chosen-plaintext attack when | D |= 1,
meaning the dataset has only one single element. Concretely,
suppose that there is a probabilistic polynomial-time adversary
A who has advantage µ against the Ss-CPA game and A makes
totally at most qE > 0 private key extraction during querying
random oracles OKeyGen and OAut . Then there exists a challenger
that solves DLN or DBDH with advantage at least µ2 ( e0 (qE1 +1) ),
where e0 is the base of the natural logarithm. Finally, we extend
the proof to fit for arbitrary size dataset, i.e., | D |= n.
Proof: We can simulate a challenger solving DLN problem or
DBDH problem. Given a DLN instance (g, f, h, f r1 , g r2 , Y ) and
a DBDH instance (g, g c , g d , g r2 , Z,) where g, f, h, Y ← G, Z
R
← GT , r1 , r2 , c, d ← Zp and r1 , r2 , c, d are unknown to the
challenger, the challenger simulates the Ss-CPA game as follows.
Notice that, here the DLN instance and DBDH instance
share a same randomness g r2 . Fortunately, it’s easy to show that
the shared g r2 will not take any additional advantage for the
challenger to solve either DLN or DBDH problem as follows: If
the sharing g r2 leads to an additional non-negligible advantage 1
for DLN, given the original DLN instance (g, f, h, f r1 , g r2 , Y ),

If id has been queried before, it retrieves α from ListH1 and
then responds with H1 (id) = g (b+α) .
R
Otherwise, it selects α ← Zp . If the query id = id∗ ,
it responses with H1 (id) = g α . Else, it responds with
H1 (id) = g (b+α) . Then the challenger adds < id, α > to
ListH1 .

If the query id has already appeared on the ListH2 in a tuple
< id, ω, W >, then the challenger responses with H2 (id) =
W.
Otherwise, the challenger picks a random ω ∈ Zp . If the
query id = id∗ , the challenger computes W = g dω . Else,
the challenger computes W = g ω . Then the challenger adds
the tuple < id, ω, W > to the list ListH2 and responds to
A with H2 (id) = W .

Phase 1: Let the identity id be a private key extraction query
issued by A. The challenger maintains a list of tuples < id, β >
as the ListKeyGen , which is initially empty. A can query the
following oracles in polynomially many times:
OKeyGen (id): Given the identity id, it responds as follows:
Run OH2 (id) to obtain W such that H2 (id) = W . Let
< id, ω, W > be the corresponding tuple on the list ListH2 .
∗
• If id = id , the challenger reports failure and terminates.
Otherwise, id 6= id∗ and hence W = g ω . Then the
challenger computes sk3 = (g c )ω = W c and continues the
following private key extraction queries.
- If id has been queried before, the challenger retrieves β
from ListKeyGen , queries OH1 (id) to get α and computes
sk1 = g (αβ+bβ−aα) , sk2 = g (−a+β) .
R
- Otherwise, the challenger selects β ← Zp and adds <
id, β > to ListKeyGen . Then it queries OH1 (id) to get α,
and computes sk1 = g (αβ+bβ−aα) , sk2 = g (−a+β) .
- Let sk = (sk1 , sk2 , sk3 ) and respond it to A.
Note that, sk = (sk1 , sk2 , sk3 ) is valid by showing as
follows, implicitly setting t = −a + β , so that
•

sk1 = g αβ+bβ−aα = g ab−ab+αβ+bβ−aα
= g ab g (b+α)(−a+β) = g ab H1 (id)t ,
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sk2 = g

−a+β

t

7
c

c

= g , sk3 = W = H2 (id) .

/ {id∗ }, the challenger queries
OAut (id, id0 ): If id, id0 ∈
OKeyGen (id) and OKeyGen (id0 ) to get sk and sk 0 , then runs
Tokid↔id0 ← Aut(id, id0 ) and returns Tokid↔id0 to A. Otherwise, the challenger reports failure and terminates.
Challenge: A selects two datasets D0 = {d0 }, D1 = {d1 }, then
sends them to the challenger. The challenger responds as follows:
•

•

The challenger runs the random oracle OH1 (id∗ ) and
OH2 (id∗ ) to obtain H1 (id∗ ) and H2 (id∗ ) respectively.
Let < id∗ , α∗ > and < id∗ , ω ∗ , W ∗ > be the corresponding tuple on the ListH1 and ListH2 , and therefore
∗
∗
H1 (id∗ ) = g α and H2 (id∗ ) = g dω .
R
The challenger randomly selects σ ← {0, 1}, encrypts mσ to get the challenging ciphertext C ∗ =
∗
∗
(g r2 , g br1 , g α r2 , Y H3 (dσ ), dσ Z ω ) and sends it to A.

Phase 2: A repeats the queries of Phase 1.
Guess: A outputs a guess σ 0 . If σ 0 = σ , then the challenger
outputs Y = hr1 +r2 and Z = e(g, g)cdr2 ; otherwise, it outputs
⊥.

In the above simulation, given two challenging datasets D0 =
{d1 , · · · , dn } and D1 = {d01 , · · · , d0n } from the adversary A,
let’s define
def

C (i) = {Enc(d0 ), · · · , Enc(di ), Enc(d0i+1 ), · · · , Enc(d0n )},
where 1 ≤ i ≤ n. C (n) is the encryption form of D0 and C (0)
is the encryption form of D1 . We simulate the challenge phase
with an additional adversary A0 who eavesdrops the ciphertext of
a single element as follows:

This completes the simulation. In the challenge phase, we
assume that the advantage of A resulting from Y is µ1 , and
resulting from Z is µ2 , where µ1 + µ2 = µ. If Y = hr1 +r2 and
Z = e(g, g)cdr2 , C ∗ is a valid ciphertext of dσ , the probability
of A outputting σ 0 = σ is 12 + µ; If Y = hr1 +r2 and Z is
random, the probability of A outputting σ 0 = σ is 21 + µ1 ; If Y
is random and Z = e(g, g)cdr2 , the probability of A outputting
σ 0 = σ is 12 + µ2 ; If Y and Z are all random, the probability
of A outputting σ 0 = σ is 12 . Therefore, the probability of
?

r1 +r2

?

P r[A0 outputs 0 | τ = 0]
n
X
=
P r[A0 outputs 0 | τ = 0 ∧ i = i∗ ] · P r[i = i∗ ]
=

∗
1
· P r[A(C (i ) ) = 0]
n
i∗ =1

=

n−1
X

∗
1
· P r[A(C (i ) ) = 1]
n
i∗ =0

With the security proof of | D |= 1, there exists a negligible
advantage  of A0 winning the security game, and we have

1
1
P r[A0 outputs 0 | τ = 0] + P r[A0 outputs 1 | τ = 1]
2
2
n−1
n
X 1
X
∗
∗
1
=
P r[A(C (i ) ) = 0] +
P r[A(C (i ) ) = 1]
2n
2n
i∗ =0
i∗ =1
n−1
1
1
=
+
P r[A(C (n) ) = 0] +
P r[A(C (0) ) = 1]
2n
2n
2n
n−1
1 1
1
=
+ ( P r[A(C (n) ) = 0] + P r[A(C (0) ) = 1])
2n
n 2
2
1
≤ +
2

1
1
)qE
qE + 1
qE + 1
1
1
≥ (1 −
)(qE +1)
qE + 1
qE + 1
1
≈ 0
.
e (qE + 1)

δopt qE (1 − δopt ) = (1 −

That is, if A wins the game with non-negligible advantage µ,
there exists a challenger breaking DLN or DBDH assumption with
non-negligible advantage at least µ2 ( e0 (qE1 +1) ).
We have proved that the proposed IBPM scheme achieves
selective security against chosen-plaintext attack for | D0 |=|
D1 |= 1. Next, refer to the existing security proof of multiple
encryptions in [47], we show that the proposed IBPM scheme
achieves selective security against chosen-plaintext attack for |
D0 |=| D1 |= n.

i∗ =1
n
X

P r[A0 outputs 1 | τ = 1]
= P r[A0 outputs 1 | τ = 1 ∧ i = i∗ ] · P r[i = i∗ ]
n
X
∗
1
=
· P r[A(C (i −1) ) = 1]
n
i∗ =1

cdr2

or Z = e(g, g)
is
the challenger guessing Y = h
µ
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1
·
(
+
u)
+
·
(
+
u
)
+
·
(
+
u
)
+
·
·
=
+
1
2
2 2 2
2 2 2
2 2 2
2 2 2
2
2.
That is, if A wins the game with non-negligible advantage µ, then
there exists a challenger breaking DLN or DBDH assumption with
non-negligible advantage µ2 .
To complete the computation, it remains to calculate the
probability that the challenger aborts during the IND-CPA game.
Suppose that A makes a total of qE private key extraction queries,
then the probability that the challenger does not abort in Phase 1
or Phase 2 is δ qE . The probability that it does not abort during
the challenge step is 1 − δ . δ is maximized at δopt = 1 − qE1+1 ,
so the probability that the challenger does not abort is at least

R

A0 selects an index i ← 1, · · · , n and outputs di , d0i to the
challenger. The challenger returns Ci by encrypting either di
if τ = 0 or d0i if τ = 1.
0
0
• For j < i, A computes Cj ← Enc(dj ) and for j > i, A
0
computes Cj ← Enc(dj ), then sends {C1 , · · · , Cn } to A.
A0 outputs τ 0 that is output by A.
We observe that when τ = 0, the challenger sends Enc(di )
to A0 , and A0 sends the ciphertexts C (i) to A. When τ = 1,
the challenger sends Enc(d0i ) to A0 , and A0 sends the ciphertexts
C (i−1) to A. Now let’s consider the probability of A0 winning the
security game, and have (we denote A(C (i) ) as the guess of A
with ciphertexts of C (i) )
•

Therefore, the probability of A distinguishing C (n) and C (0)
is

1
1
1
P r[A(C (n) ) = 0] + P r[A(C (0) ) = 1] ≤ + n · .
2
2
2
That means the advantage of A winning the security game is
n ·  at most, and we show that the proposed scheme achieves
selective security against chosen plaintext attack for the dataset of
| D |= n. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
2
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Theorem 2. Given the one-way hash function H3 and the DBDH
assumption, the proposed IBPM scheme achieves one-way
security against chosen-plaintext attack.
Proof: For the following game, let the challenging ciphertext of
di be Ci = (Ci,1 , Ci,2 , Ci,3 , Ci,4 , Ci,5 ). We will establish the
proof by observing the following sequence of games, First, we
consider the original game of OW-CPA game G0 . In game G0 ,
the challenger generates the valid ciphertext Ci . Now, considering
the following modification to game G0 that results in game
G1 : instead of answering the valid partial ciphertext Ci,5 , the
challenger returns a random value Z ∈ GT to the adversary. We
have proved that the adversary cannot distinguish Ci,5 from Z
with a non-negligible advantage under DBDH assumption based
on Theorem 1. Meaning that the advantage of distinguishing game
G1 from game G0 is negligible under DBDH assumption.
Therefore, Let us consider the modified game G1 where if
there exists a probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A winning
G1 game with non-negligible advantage µ, then we can simulate
a challenger breaking the assumption that H3 is a one-way hash
function with a non-negligible advantage µ.
Given H3 (d∗ ) = y ∗ , the challenger proceeds the game as
follows:
Setup: A selects an identity id∗ and sends it to the
R
challenger. The challenger chooses a, b, c ← Zp , sets
pp = (e, p, g, g a , g b , g c , G, GT ) and msk = (a, b, c), then
sends pp to A.
Phase 1: A is allowed to query the following oracles in
polynomially many times:
OKeyGen (id): Given an identity id, if id = id∗ , the challenger
reports failure and terminates. Otherwise, the challenger runs
sk ← KeyGen(msk, pp, id) and returns sk to A.
OAut (id, id0 ): Given two identities id and id0 , the challenger runs
Tokid↔id0 ← Aut(id, id0 ) and returns Tokid↔id0 to A.
R
Challenge: The challenger chooses r1 , r2 ← Zp , and generates
the ciphertext
∗

r2

C = (g , g

br1

∗ r2

, H(id ) , g

a(r1 +r2 ) ∗

y , Z)

by implicitly setting D = {d∗ }, where H3 (d∗ ) = y ∗ . Then for
any id 6= id∗ , the challenger runs Tokid↔id∗ ← Aut(id, id∗ ),
and returns C ∗ and Tokid↔id∗ to A.
Phase 2: A repeats the queries of Phase 1.
Guess: A outputs a guess d and sends it to the challenger. A wins
if H3 (d) = y ∗ .
This completes the simulation. Now we can see that the
probability of A outputting d = d∗ is equal to that of inverting
the message from H with y ∗ . Therefore, if A outputs d = d∗
with a non-negligible probability µ, then the challenger breaks
the assumption that H3 is a one-way hash function with a nonnegligible probability µ. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Noting that with the proof of Theorem 2, we observe that
the adversary A only has a negligible advantage to output d =
d∗ from H3 (d∗ ). Therefore, A cannot successfully launch the
guess/brute-force attack from a polynomial plaintext space while
non-colluding with other users.
2
Theorem 3. The proposed IBPM scheme achieves fine-grained
authorization security in the generic bilinear group model.

Proof: Obviously, we need to prove that a generic adversary
A gets a negligible advantage in breaking our fine-grained
authorization security game. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1,
we first show that the proposed IBPM scheme achieves finegrained authorization security for only one single element in
the challenge phase (i.e., | D0 |=| D1 |= 1), and then extend
the proof to fit for the datasets of arbitrary elements (i.e.,
| D0 |=| D1 |= n).
R

Setup: The challenger chooses a, b, c
← Zp , sets
pp = (e, g, g a , g b , g c , G, GT ) and sends it to the adversary
A. H1 , H2 and H3 are three random oracles controlled by the
challenger. A can query them in polynomially many times as
described below.
OH1 (idi ): The challenger maintains a list of tuples < idi , αi >
as the ListH1 , which is initially empty. When A queries the
identity idi , if idi has been queried before, the challenger
retrieves αi from ListH1 , then responds to A with g αi ; otherwise
R
the challenger selects αi ← Zp , adds < idi , αi > to ListH1 and
αi
responds to A with g .
OH2 (idi ): The challenger maintains a list of tuples < idi , βi >
as the ListH2 , which is initially empty. When A queries the
identity idi , if idi has been queried before, the challenger
retrieves βi from ListH2 , then responds to A with g βi ; otherwise
R
the challenger selects βi ← Zp , adds < idi , βi > to ListH2 and
responds to A with g βi .
OH3 (D): The challenger maintains a list of tuples < D, γ > as
the ListH3 , which is initially empty. When A queries the data
d ∈ D, if d has been queried before, the challenger retrieves
γ from ListH3 , then responds to A with g γ ; otherwise the
R
challenger selects γ ← Zp , adds < d, γ > to ListH3 and
responds to A with g γ .
Phase 1: The challenger maintains two lists ListKeyGen and
ListAut . A is allowed to query the following oracles in
polynomially many times:
OKeyGen (idi ): Given the identity idi , the challenger selects
R

ti ← Zp and sets
sk i = (g ab+αi ti , g ti , g βi c ),
then returns sk i and adds idi to ListKeyGen .
OAut (idi , idj ): Given the identities idi and idj , the challenger
R

runs OKeyGen (idi ) and OKeyGen (idj ), selects s ← Zp and sets

Tokidi ↔idj = (g s(ab+αi ti ) , g sti , g s(ab+αj tj ) , g stj , g as , g bs ),
then returns Tokidi ↔idj and adds < idi , idj > to ListAut .
Challenge: A selects two challenging identities id` , idk , where
id` , idk ∈
/ ListKeyGen and < id` , idk >∈
/ ListAut , and then
sends them to the challenger. The challenger chooses two datasets
R
D0 = {d0 }, D1 = {d1 }, and selects r1 , r2 ← Zp , encrypts d0
and gets

C ` = (g r2 , g br1 , g α` r2 , g a(r1 +r2 )+γ0 , d0 e(g β` , g c )r2 ).
R

R

Then, the challenger selects σ ← {0, 1}, r3 , r4 ← Zp ,
encrypts dσ and gets

C k = (g r4 , g br3 , g αk r4 , g a(r3 +r4 )+γσ , dσ e(g βk , g c )r4 ).
Phase 2: A repeats Phase 1 while complying with the
requirements defined by the game.
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TABLE 3
skj , Tokid` ↔idj and Tokidj ↔idk can be obtained by A, where
idj ∈ ListKeyGen and < id` , idj >, < idj , idk >∈ ListAut .

9

TABLE 4
Computational complexity of each algorithm in the IBPM scheme,
where n denotes the size of the datasets and k is the intersection size.

skj = (g ab+αj tj , g tj , g βj c )
0
0
0
0
0
0
Tokid` ↔idj = (g s (ab+α` t` ) , g s t` , g s (ab+αj tj ) , g s tj , g as , g bs )
Tokidj ↔idk = (g

s00 (ab+αj tj )

,g

s00 tj

00
00
00
00
, g s (ab+αk tk ) , g s tk , g as , g bs )

Algorithm

Computational complexity

Output size

KeyGen
Enc
Dec
Aut
Mat

4 · Exp
n · Pairing + 4n · Exp + n · Expt
n · Pairing
6 · Exp
8n · Pairing

3· | G |
4n· | G | +n· | GT |
/
6· | G |
4k· | G | +k· | GT |

Guess: A outputs a guess σ 0 of σ .
In order to determine whether d0 is equal to dσ , there are only
two ways for A to determine. One way is to determine whether
g γ0 is equal to g γσ . For this, the only way for A is that it can
submit two queries ν = Γ1 + Γ2 γ0 and ν 0 = Γ1 + Γ2 γσ for some
Γ1 and Γ2 . That is to say, let ν − ν 0 = Γ2 (γ0 − γσ ) and if A
can submit query in the form of g Γ2 (γ0 −γσ ) , then A will be able
to determine g γ0 and g γσ . We will show that A never constructs
the query in the form of g Γ2 (γ0 −γσ ) .
In ciphertexts C ` and C k , γ0 and γσ only appear in
g a(r1 +r2 )+γ0 and g a(r3 +r4 )+γσ respectively, so A should be
able to construct g Γ2 a(r1 +r2 −r3 −r4 ) in order to get g Γ2 (γ0 −γσ ) .
Hence, we will prove that A can construct g Γ2 a(r1 +r2 −r3 −r4 )
for some Γ2 with a negligible probability. Table 3 shows
that the queries that A can obtain are associated with the
challenging ciphertexts. Obviously, sk j gives no information
about constructing g Γ2 a(r1 +r2 −r3 −r4 ) . So we can only combine
Tokid` ↔idj , Tokidj ↔idk to construct it.
Since r1 and r3 only appear in terms br1 and br3 respectively,
let Γ2 = bΓ02 for some Γ02 . Then A needs to construct the term
Γ02 ab(r2 − r4 ), meaning that A has to construct the terms Γ02 abr2
and Γ02 abr4 respectively. So let us first consider how A can
construct Γ02 abr2 . The only way is to apply Tokid` ↔idj in Table
0
3 with g α` r2 of C ` , which results in e(g, g)abs r2 . Hence, A can
construct the query abs0 r2 , then Γ02 can be written as Γ02 = Γ002 s0
for a known constant Γ002 . Similarly, we show that Γ02 can also
b 00 s00 for a known constant Γ
b 00 in order to
be written as Γ02 = Γ
2
2
0
0
00
construct Γ2 abr4 . Since s and s are unknown to A, A cannot
find Γ02 that is the multiplication of s0 and s00 . Namely, Γ02 cannot
be constructed while satisfying with the above requirements.
Therefore, A can construct g Γ2 a(r1 +r2 −r3 −r4 ) and
Γ2 (γ0 −γσ )
g
for some Γ2 with a negligible probability.
The other way to determine whether d0 is equal to dσ is based
on d0 e(g β` , g c )r2 and dσ e(g βk , g c )r4 . Let d0 = e(g, g)η0 , dσ =
e(g, g)ησ , where η0 , ησ ∈ Zp , so it is equivalent to determine
whether e(g, g)η0 is equal to e(g, g)ησ . Similar to the first way,
A submits two queries ν = z1 + z2 η0 and ν 0 = z1 + z2 ησ
for some z1 and z2 . Let ν − ν 0 = z2 (η0 − ησ ) and if A can
submit query in the form of e(g, g)z2 (η0 −ησ ) , A will be able to
determine e(g, g)η0 and e(g, g)ησ . A needs to construct the terms
z2 β` cr2 and z2 βk cr4 . Similar to the above analysis, there is no
way to construct β` cr2 and βk cr4 .
Therefore, a generic adversary A gets a negligible advantage
in breaking the fine-grained authorization security game in the
case of | D0 |=| D1 |= 1.
Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we can prove that A
only has a negligible advantage in breaking the fine-grained
authorization security in the case of | D0 |=| D1 |= n. This
completes the proof of Theorem 3.
2

6
6.1

P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
Asymptotic Complexity

In this subsection, we theoretically analyze the performance of
the proposed IBPM scheme from asymptotic computational complexity. The computational complexity is mainly measured by
three kinds of operations: Pairing denotes the pairing operation,
Exp and Expt denote the exponentiation operations in G and GT
respectively. Note that the multiplication and all hash operations
are not considered in our complexity analysis because they are
much more efficient than the operations we focus on.
We describe the computational complexity of each algorithm
in the IBPM scheme in Table 4, where n denotes the size of the
dataset and | G | denotes the length of the group G. It is shown
that the encryption algorithm Enc and the matching algorithm
Mat cost most in all algorithms of IBPM. The computational
complexity of decryption algorithm Dec is linear to the size of
the dataset. When the cloud server returns the matching result, if
| ET ∩ ET 0 |= k(k  n), the cloud user only needs to cost
k Pairing to run Dec algorithm and gets the matching data. The
KeyGen and Aut algorithms are all constant complexity without
varying with different dataset size.
As shown in Table 4, the output size indicates the communication overhead in our scheme. It is obvious that only the uploaded
data encrypted via Enc costs linearly with the size of the dataset
(i.e., 4n· | G | +n· | GT | and n is the size of the dataset.). This
communication cost would bring significantly large bandwidth
usage when the datasets become large enough, while fortunately,
all the encrypted datasets are supposed to be stored in the cloud
already before the scheme running, and the cloud server can used
them as many times as necessary. For each private matching
request, the communication overhead is a constant between two
different cloud users (i.e., 6· | G |). We also can see that the
communication cost for Mat is linear to the size of intersection
set k (i.e., 4k· | G | +k· | GT |).
6.2

Efficiency Evaluation

Next, we measure the real computation cost through the implementation. We conduct our implementation using JAVA based on
the Java Pairing Based Cryptography Library (JPBC) [48]. The
bilinear map is instantiated with Type A pairing (λ = 512) in
JPBC Library, which is generated with a super-singular curve
y 2 = x3 + x to get the fastest performance for evaluating
symmetric pairing operations and can also achieves 1024-bit DLog
security equivalently1 . We use the Amazon EC2 T2 Medium
instance of Ubuntu 14.04, 2.5 GHz Inter Xeon Family, 8 GB
RAM as the server machine, and Linux OS, 2.93GHz Intel Core
Duo CPU E7500, 2GB RAM as the client machine. In addition,
1. Note, all the symmetric pairing in JPBC Library can be used to implement
the bilinear map, while the difference is the leverage of different security and
efficiency among different types and more details can be found in [48].
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TABLE 5
Average execution time (seconds) for 10 runs of each algorithm with
different datasets’ size in the IBPM scheme, where n denotes the size
of the datasets.
n
KeyGen
Enc
Dec
Aut
Mat

1

210

211

212

213

214

215

0.058
0.124
0.011
0.089
0.078

0.058
117.3
10.98
0.089
90.62

0.058
229.2
21.15
0.089
178.9

0.058
458.4
42.50
0.089
368.4

0.058
915.3
90.24
0.089
739.6

0.058
1842.3
179.1
0.089
1468.7

0.058
3679.9
364.2
0.089
2984.5

Communication cost (MB)

10
8

IBPM
Zheng

6
4
2
0
0.1

0.3

0.5

0.7

0.9

Intersection size ratio k/n

Fig. 3. Communication cost comparison between our IBPM scheme and
Zheng’s scheme, where the intersection size ratio is varied from 0.1 to
0.9 with the size of data set n = 32768.

we assume that the transmission rate in the program is around 10
Mbps and the delay of one interaction is around 10 milliseconds.
Evaluation and result. In our implementation, we adopt the
different n of the dataset size from 1 to 215 . We evaluate the
algorithms KeyGen, Enc, Dec, Aut, Mat in the proposed IBPM
scheme with the average execution time for 10 runs in Table 5.
Obviously, the execution time of each algorithm is consistent with
the computational complexity analysis in Table 4. We observe
that the encryption algorithm Enc (run by the data owner) is
more expensive than the matching algorithm Mat (run by the
cloud server) with the same n. However, it is worthwhile since
the algorithm Enc is executed by the data owner only once for
each dataset, then the encrypted dataset is outsourced to the cloud
and the cloud server will perform the Mat algorithm over the
outsourced dataset as many times as needed. Furthermore, the
cloud server will take advantage of the cloud’s computational
resources to execute the Mat algorithm.
Performance Comparison. We compare our result with Zheng’s
work [30] which has been proved to be more efficient than the
straightforward solution [20]. Both two instances are run on the
same environment (client machine: Linux OS, 2.93GHz Intel Core
Duo CPU E7500, 2GB RAM; server machine: Amazon EC2 T2
Medium instance of Ubuntu 14.04, 2.5 GHz Inter Xeon Family,
8 GB RAM), where Enc, Dec are executed on a client machine
and Mat(SetOp) is executed on a server machine. The size of the
dataset n varies from 210 to 215 . Fig. 2 shows the comparison
of the execution time of each algorithms between our IBPM
scheme and Zheng’s scheme. We observe that the execution times
for Enc, Dec, Mat(SetOp) are almost linear to the size of the
dataset. Furthermore, Fig. 2(b) and 2(c) illustrate that Dec and
Mat(SetOp) in IBPM are substantially more efficient than those
of [30]. We also see that the execution time of our Enc is much
more than that of Enc in [30]. However, it is reasonable because

that our scheme is under identity-based setting, which needs longer
ciphertexts and more pairing operations.
We can observe in Fig. 3 that the communication costs in
our scheme and Zheng’s scheme are linear to the size of the
intersection size respectively, which would be more feasible when
the size of intersection is far less than the dataset size in practice.

7

A PPLICATIONS OF IBPM

In many applications, private matching is not always accurate
or full (due to input errors, omissions or inconsistent spelling
of names). In these cases, it would be useful to have a private
matching algorithm that reports a match even if two datasets
are not matched accurately. Next, we present two applications
of our basic IBPM scheme, namely identity-based fuzzy private
matching and identity multi-keyword fuzzy search.
Identity-Based Fuzzy Private matching Freedman et al. [2]
presented the concept of fuzzy private matching (FPM). We say
X = {x1 , · · · , xT } and Y = {y1 , · · · , yT } fuzzy matching if
they agree on (at least) t < T attributes, that is | X ∩ Y |≥ t.
The proposed IBPM scheme can be used to realize identitybased fuzzy private matching. Concretely, once the cloud server
gets the intermediate results ET = {ET1 , · · · , ETn } and
ET 0 = {ET10 , · · · , ETn0 }, it directly computes | ET ∩ ET 0 |
and outputs 1 if | ET ∩ ET 0 |≥ t, otherwise 0. According to the
computational analysis of the proposed IBPM, our fuzzy private
matching scheme incurs O(t) (at most O(n)) computational costs
if the dataset has n elements.
Identity-Based Multi-Keyword Fuzzy Search Boneh et al. [37]
introduced public-key encryption with keyword search (PEKS).
Many variants of keyword search have been proposed with different features and functionalities (e.g., multi-keyword search
[38], [39], [40] and fuzzy keyword search [41] in public key
setting, ranked and multi-keyword fuzzy search [43], [44], [45] in
symmetric key setting). An identity-based encryption scheme supporting single-keyword search was proposed in [46] by combining
the concepts of identity-based encryption and PEKS. However,
identity-based multi-keyword fuzzy search has not been studied
yet. In the following, we show that how our IBPM scheme can be
applied to build an efficient identity-based multi-keyword fuzzy
search scheme.
Assuming that the data owner has a predefined set of n distinct
keywords W = {w1 , · · · , wn } (which is a well-defined index of
the owner’s documents) and the data user has a search keywords
set W 0 = {w10 , · · · , wk0 }, k ≤ n, they can use our IBPM scheme
to encrypt keywords set W , W 0 respectively and outsource them
to the cloud. Notice that the mechanism of our keyword search
is different with the searchable encryption. In our scheme, the
owner’s and the user’s keywords are the elements of different
datasets and are outsourced to the cloud after encryption. When the
user performs keyword search for the owner’s documents, he/she
needs to negotiate a token with the data owner and sends it to the
cloud server. Finally, the cloud server runs Mat and returns 1 if
| W ∩ W 0 |≥ t, t ≤ k , otherwise 0.
We suppose that the data owner extracts a set of n keywords as
its file index, when the users has k search keywords in his keyword
set, then the computational complexity of our multi-keyword fuzzy
search scheme is O(t) (at most O(k)) for one file (O(tm) (at
most O(km)) for m files) and it is quite efficient when k  n
or t  n. Furthermore, if we adopt some special index structures
(such as Tree structures), our scheme will be more efficient.
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Fig. 2. Performance comparison for algorithms Enc, Dec, Mat(SetOp) between our IBPM scheme and Zheng’s scheme, where we vary the size of
dataset n from 1024 to 32768, algorithms Enc, Dec are executed by the cloud users on a client machine and Mat(SetOp) is executed by the cloud
server on a server machine.
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C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we address the problem of private matching over the
outsourced encrypted datasets under identity-based cryptosystem
(IBPM) and formalize the security of the designed IBPM. We
propose a concrete construction of the IBPM, which enables the
cloud users to delegate private matching operations to cloud and
realizes fine-grained authorization of matching privileges to the
cloud. Through the rigorous analysis and implementation, we
demonstrate the security and performance of our scheme. The
theoretical computational complexity and the experimental evaluation confirm that our IBPM scheme is efficient and practical.
Finally, we apply our IBPM to build an identity-based fuzzy
private matching scheme and an identity-based multi-keyword
fuzzy search scheme.
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